


Guardian Lion (Northern Thailand), 1600s-1800s. Polychromed wood; 82-1/2 x 27 x 59-1/2 in. Denver Art Museum: Gift of Roberto Agnolini, 1985.18.


Nick Cave, Untitled, 2013. Mixed media, including mannequin, fabric, hot pads, vintage toys, synthetic hair, and seesaw; 141 x 166 x 45 in. Denver Art Museum: Purchased with Modern and Contemporary acquisition funds and the support of Vicki and Kent Logan, 2013.76A-F. © Nick Cave


Unknown Artist, *Breastplate with Frontal Figure, Parita style* (Parita region, Azuero Peninsula, Central Panama) about A.D. 1150–1400. Gold alloy; 5-1/4 in. Denver Art Museum: Department acquisition funds, 1965.196.
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